Keycap Designer Program

DROP
Who are we, and what do we do?
At Drop, our mission is to create amazing products that inspire and delight. But we don’t make products like other
companies do. We lean on the insights, discussions, and data of our knowledgeable community (over 7 million
strong) to bring great ideas to life.
Mech Keys is one of our largest and fastest-growing communities. Our members don’t just love their keyboards—
they obsess over their every detail. A huge part of that obsession? Keycaps. That’s where you come in.

Keycaps
The Beauty Behind the Madness
Like the art on your walls or your favorite outfit, keycaps are a great way to showcase your style. In today’s mechkeys paradise, no look is off limits, and no design too eccentric—whether you want to try a bright rainbow
ensemble, or dedicate your keycaps to your favorite superhero.
Creatives worldwide are using this new form of self expression to demonstrate their design skills. With so many
different colors and themes at our disposal, the possibilities are endless. If you’re interested in creating your own
keycap set, we’d love to turn your vision into a reality—but first, let’s learn a little more about the structure of a
keycap.

Anatomy of a Keycap
Legends

Profiles

The symbol on top of a
keycap. Legends can be
centered, off-centered,
translucent, opaque, and
more.

The overall shape and curve of a
keycap. Profiles vary from flat all
the way through to scooped and
angled across every row.

SA profile

DSA profile

Cherry / DCS profile

MT3 profile

Centered legend

Off-centered legend

OEM profile

Novelty Keycaps
Most kits will have some (or many) novelty keycaps with custom legends to fit the theme. Function keys in the
keycap set shown here, for example, have been replaced with speedometer values, and novelty icons also replace
the keycaps in the top right cluster.
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Keycap Colors
ABS Plastic Swatches

ABS plastic, short for "acrylonitrile butadiene styrene," is the most commonly used plastic, mainly because the material is less expensive and easier to work with. This is just a
sample of the colors that are available, contact us for more details when you're making your designs.

How It Works
First thing’s first: you need an idea for a keycap set. Once you’ve figured out what you want to do, create a draft of
the design and we’ll submit it to our community for an interest check. If the community likes it, game on! We’ll work
with you to bring the keycap set to life.
Of course, there’s more in it for you than just a cool piece for your portfolio. You’ll get a cut of the overall sales and
a handful of Drop Rewards Points to spend on Drop.com, too.

Payment
Drop Studio Bonus

Contributing Designer

Featured Designer

Resident Designer

$500 Drop Credits
(one time)

$500 Drop Credits Per Year &
50% Discount
on Drop Studio Products

$1000 Drop Credits Per Year &
50% Discount
on Drop Studio Products

Drop Studio
Exclusive Perks

Access to free pre-production
sample keyboards & keycaps

Access to free pre-production
Drop.com products
All-expense paid trip to Drop HQ
in SF every year

Named Billing

Drop Keycap Set by [Designer]

Drop Keycap Set by [Designer]

Drop + [Designer] Keycap Set

Drop.Com On-Site
Designer Program

Name listed as a contributing designer

Featured Designer Description & Photo

Resident Designer page (Full Biography)

Commission Rate

Inquire with us

Inquire with us

Inquire with us

Annual Gross Revenues

<$250K

$250K-$1M

$1M+

What we need from you:
1. Create a 2D or 3D render draft (saved in .AI or .PSD).
2. Provide us with a keymap showing each proposed kit with color codes. This helps us figure out design direction.
You can use an online tool to input kit types, color codes, and legends.
3. The proposed kits should show any novelty keycaps you are thinking of accompanying the set.
4. Communicate an overall theme using words to show motivation and inspiration for the design.
5. Other details to include:
a. Color codes: Will it be pre-mixed standard colors from the vendor, or something more unique?
b. Are there any homing keys or a homing row?
• If there are, how are the homing keys formed (scooped, dotted, barred, etc.?)
c. Do you have any other custom requests?
We have a designer support team in place to help you through the process, just contact us!

Meet Some of Our Designers
SAILORHG & CASSIDOO
After graduating from MIT, Amy Wibowo (@sailorhg) left her job as an engineer to focus on her true passion: creating
comics. Cassidy Williams (@cassidoo) also comes from a background of computer engineering. When she’s not typing
on keycaps, she’s designing them (like the Drop x Hasbro XDA Scrabble keycap set). Cassidy approached Amy about
working together on a new set, and together they designed DSA Astrolokeys.

MITO
MiTo is an engineer and artist from Brazil. With more than 10 custom keycap sets under his belt, his work has garnered
worldwide attention. Since he burst onto the scene with the electric Pulse keycaps, MiTo took the world by storm with
sets like the highly compatible Canvas and cyberpunk-themed Laser. Today, he continues to innovate with new themes,
artisans, desktop accessories, and engaging content to bring his work to life.

Drop DSA Astrolokeys

What’s your sign? That’s just what Sailorhg and Cassidoo asked themselves when coming up with this playful
keycap set: a cosmic combo of white, pink, purple, and yellow inspired by the Zodiac.

Drop + MiTo SA Laser

Full of bright lights, dark shadows, and pure ‘80s nostalgia, MiTo’s Laser keycap set took the world by storm with its
futuristic cyberpunk look. Today, it’s one of the best-selling keycap sets of all time.

REDSUNS
RedSuns is a keyboard and tech enthusiast from Southern California who takes much of his inspiration from anime and
history. His designs start with an impulse, based on something he’s feeling in the moment, and then later take shape
into executional ideas. RedSuns is best known for his Red Samurai and dueling Blue Samurai keycap sets from ancient
Japanese lore.

T0MB3RY
T0mb3ry is a keycap designer and software developer from Germany. His name comes from the Final Fantasy 7 monster
Tonberry, which translates to “Tombery” in German. Always a fan of imaginative keycap sets, T0mb3ry’s work includes
the space-exploration-themed Yuri set, the phenomenal Eclipse set, and of course, Carbon: a set dedicated to the sixth
element of the periodic table—and one of the most popular ever.

Drop + RedSuns GMK Red Samurai

Inspired by General Ii Naomasa, a legendary samurai known for charging into battle with vivid red armor, this set
features a fierce combination of red and dark gray with Hiragana legends.

Drop + T0mb3ry SA Yuri

In honor of the first-ever human in space, Yuri Gagarin, these keycaps feature a colorway fueled by the iconic
posters from the Soviet Vostok 1 space mission.

MATT3O
Matteo Spinelli (@matt3o) is a self-proclaimed mechanical keyboard addict. His work stems not only from his passion
for keyboards, but from good old trial and error. He hopes his own progression from enthusiast to designer offers
inspiration to other aspiring creators. His Drop creations include the MT3 Susuwatari, MT3 /dev/tty, and Nerd DSA
keycap sets.

ZAMBUMON
Zambumon is a mechanical keyboard enthusiast and designer from Spain. Since 2015, he's been involved in the
creation of several keycap sets, either by assisting with computer-generated images or designing them himself. His
work with Drop is varied, from the Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea–inspired GMK Nautilus keycap set to the
Spanish ham-themed design, GMK Jamón.

…plus many more, and we can’t wait to add YOU to our family of designers!

Drop + Matt3o MT3 Susuwatari

Susuwatari—which means “wandering soot”—is an homage to Matt3o’s favorite design house. The dark keycaps
and multicolored legends take after the fluffy little sprites from Studio Ghibli films.

Drop + Zambumon GMK Nautilus

The original Nautilus keycaps were based on the Jules Verne epic Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea. This
spooky sequel drags the colorway to the depths of the ocean—where there’s no turning back.

Contact Us
Partnerships@Drop.com

